OUR TRAINING COURSES
• to save time in your work
• to discover new resources

OUR FACILITIES

General public
Doc Workshop: 2hrs on various themes throughout the year (calendar at the entrance to the libraries and online)
AccroDoc: self-study site to learn at your own pace and according to your needs: http://bu.univ-lyon2.fr/accrodoc

Bachelor’s and Master’s
For groups: sessions or training modules organized in both of our University Libraries - on request

Doctorate
Isidoc’t: training in documentary research and the handling of scientific information – complete module for PhD Students

Teaching and Research
Personalised support for your queries regarding scientific information - by appointment

OUR EXPERTISE

Information search: tools and methodology, checking sources, bibliographical reference management, web monitoring

Publishing environment: scientific, economic and legal issues, intellectual property and digital identity, research data, open archives, HAL

Find all the information online: https://bu.univ-lyon2.fr > Formations

PRACTICAL INFORMATION

CHEVREUL UNIVERSITY LIBRARY
How to get there: Berges du Rhône Campus
10, rue Chevreul (Lyon 7ème)
Tram Access T1, Claude Bernard stop
Tram Access T2, Centre Berthelot stop
Call us: +33 (0)4 78 69 77 32

BRON TEMPORARY UNIVERSITY LIBRARY (BUP)
Due to the construction of the Ruche - Learning center, the university library building in Bron is closed. The documentary service continues in a temporary university library (BU Provisoire or BUP).
How to get there: Porte des Alpes Campus - Building S
5, avenue Pierre Mendès-France (Bron)
Tram Access T2, Europe-Université stop
Call us: +33 (0)4 78 77 44 56

OPENING HOURS AVAILABLE ONLINE

View the library timetables and occupancy rates with the app
Affluences

Do you have any questions? Online librarians will answer your queries.

Follow the library news on social networks

Supported by
La Région
Auvergne-Rhône-Alpes

GUIDE TO UNIVERSITY LIBRARIES
2021-2022

2 libraries:
BU CHEVREUL,
Berges du Rhône Campus
BUP BRON (TEMPORARY LIBRARY),
Porte des Alpes Campus

They are accessible to all members of the Lumière Lyon 2 University, to members of other universities and anyone looking for documentation and scientific and technical information.

The information in this document is subject to change during the year due to sanitary measures, please consult our website: https://bu.univ-lyon2.fr
**REGISTER**

You need to be registered and have a library card to borrow documents.
- Lyon 2 students are automatically enrolled in University Libraries (with their Izly card).
- Other users must register at the library reception (library rules & regulations available online or through staff).
Any theft or loss of the card must be reported as soon as possible to the library reception desk.

**CONNECT**

- to the Wi-Fi (Eduroam and Eduspot networks)
- to a library computer

**RESERVE A ROOM**

at the BU Chevreul only,
- for groups of 2 to 10 people
- online on the mobile app Affluences or on the University Libraries website

**PRINT, SCAN, PHOTOCOPY**

at the BU Chevreul only,
- in color and in black and white

**ACCESS SERVICES ADAPTED FOR PEOPLE WITH DISABILITIES**

More information online and in the specific guide

**OBTAIN INFORMATION**

- in the libraries, from the staff available
- remotely, by asking Online Librarians

**BORROW DOCUMENTS**

20 documents per library, from 4 to 8 weeks depending on your status (except for 14-days-loans).
Newspapers and magazines cannot be borrowed.

**RESERVE DOCUMENTS**

via your personal account

**EXTEND YOUR LOANS**

for 2 weeks, via your personal account

**OBTAiN A DOCUMENT FROM ANOTHER LIBRARY**

- Bring a document from one Lyon 2 library to another with Doc express
- Request a document missing from the Lyon libraries with an Interlibrary Loan

**Services reserved:**

- for the Lyon 2 community
- for the University Community of Lyon and people registered in the University Libraries
- for Lyon 2 staff and people with disabilities
- for the Lyon 2 community and people registered in our libraries

**ON THE SHELVES:**

- Anthropology
- Performing arts
- Political Science
- Psychology
- Sociology
- Economic and Social Administration
- Geography
- History
- Information - Communication
- Language Sciences
- Languages (English, Spanish, Portuguese, Applied Foreign Languages (LEA), French for foreigners (FLE))
- Modern literature
- Tourism

**CHECK ALL THE USEFUL DOCUMENTATION IN YOUR DISCIPLINE AND BEYOND!**

**ONLINE:**

Access our electronic library with your Lyon 2 ID:

Books and e-journals
Online press
Language Learning
Streaming music
Image bank

https://bu.univ-lyon2.fr/bibelec

Find all our collections and send us your purchase suggestions at
https://bu.univ-lyon2.fr > Disciplines